
Making the Business Case 
for Rebate Management 
Software: Calculating Your ROI

How to calculate and maximize the return on 
your rebate management software investment



Introduction:  
The Importance of a  
Convincing Business Case



For you, it’s a no-brainer. 
Whether you’re paying them to customers or earning them from suppliers, 
rebates have a big impact on your organization’s financial performance. And if 
you were able to manage them more effectively, they could work even harder for 
your business:

 . You could make sure you were collecting everything you’d earned, without 
leaving any money on the table

 . You could negotiate smarter rebate agreements with your customers  
or suppliers, so everyone is motivated to perform better 

 . You could do accruals and forecasts in minutes, rather than battling through 
spreadsheets for days

In short, you can probably see a ton of reasons to invest in dedicated rebate 
management software. But you can’t make the decision alone. You need to 
persuade your senior management team to sign off on the investment – and for 
that, you have to make a compelling business case.

Introduction: The Importance of 
a Convincing Business Case
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And that’s what this eBook is about. We’ll show you how to build a business case that 
demonstrates both the direct financial gains you can expect from investing in rebate 
management software, and the indirect ROI that comes from freeing up time and expertise 
to focus on more valuable work. 

It’s based on the results of over 100 individual ROI studies that we at Enable have 
conducted with manufacturers, distributors and retailers in North America and Europe, in 
industries as diverse as automotive, groceries, electrical supplies and building materials.  . What to consider when calculating your potential ROI

 .  How to make the case for software to manage customer 
rebates

 . How to make the case for software to manage supplier 
rebates

 . What kind of ROI others in your sector have seen from 
rebate management software

 . How to get a free ROI assessment for your business

Read on to find out:

In This eBook: How to Make the Case for Investing in Rebate Management Software
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On the face of it, these aren’t great times to be 
considering a new software investment. 

 . Optimize cash and working capital

 . Increase sales

 . Improve margins

 . Reduce costs

 . Make internal processes more efficient

 . Pay for itself – multiple times over – in a short time

You need to show how the software  
will enable your organization to:

At the time of writing, the US is sliding into a recession and other countries 
are battling runaway inflation and the threat of stagflation. The instinct in the 
boardroom will be to double down on sales efforts, cut spending, accelerate cash 
collection and trim the fat from internal operations. 

The good news is that rebate management software can help your business to 
prosper through volatile times, but the business case you make must align with 
those C-suite priorities. 

Whether you’re working with customer rebates or supplier 
rebates, you can do this by putting as much detail as you can 
against the points we’ll explore below. We’ll look at customer 
rebates first, then supplier rebates. You may like to skip any 
section that doesn’t apply to you.

What to Consider When Calculating Your Potential ROI
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Our research has shown that when 
manufacturers make strategic 

use of rebates as incentives, they 
typically achieve a 

 1.64%  
improvement to  

gross margin  

— or a staggering  

$164,000  
extra for every $1m in profit.

How to Make the Case for Software to Manage Customer Rebates

 . Optimizing available incentives: Do you track the effectiveness of your rebates and 
incentives, and adjust them in line with their forecasted performance? Rebate management 
software allows you to do this, and in turn allows you to influence sales and margin.

 . Going wider with incentives: If you manage rebates in spreadsheets, you may only have 
the time and resource to offer basic incentives on a limited range of products. Automating 
rebate management will allow you to offer more targeted rebates on a wider range of SKUs.

 . Going deeper with incentives: Similar to the above, if you only offer basic incentives, 
you’re missing an opportunity to design more sophisticated, tiered deals that incentivize 
your customers to sell more of the right product. A rebate management solution can 
help you structure and manage these incentives and review progress together with your 
customers.  

 . Trueing net margin to drive sales: Do you struggle to forecast margin on rebated 
products, making you reluctant to lower prices? A good rebate management software 
solution will clearly show your true margins, giving you more flexibility to be competitive 
with pricing. 
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Case Study



STEMCO has been supplying the commercial vehicle industry with 
high-quality parts including seals, hub caps, bearings, axle fasteners 
and king pins since 1951. Prior to implementing Enable, the company 
was managing rebates in spreadsheets, which meant it was easy for 
inaccuracies to creep in unnoticed.

When I loaded the January files 
into Enable, the collaborator tool 
kicked back a bunch of duplicate 
lines. I went back to check 2020 
and, overall, we found $35k in 
overpayments to one customer.”

Colleen Kennedy,  
Marketing Analyst at STEMCO

Case Study: STEMCO discovers $35k in overpayments

Read the full story �
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The points above show how you can achieve direct financial ROI from your software 
investment, but there are indirect returns to be had, too. As part of your business 
case, note down how your organization could benefit financially from efficiency gains 
in the following areas:

 . Time spent on month-end processes: If you’re using spreadsheets to calculate 
and accrue monthly rebates, you’ll know how much time this takes. We find that 
companies using software to automate those calculations spend 35% less time on 
month-end processes.

 . Time spent on deal creation: Manually documenting each deal eats up time and 
makes it easy for agreements to be lost or misunderstood by customers. Rebate 
management software saves time by providing a central place to structure and 
collaborate over deals.

 . Time spent chasing or sharing information: Another unpleasant side-
effect of managing rebates in spreadsheets: you have to spend a lot of time 
responding to information requests from Finance or from customers. A central 
rebate management solution means everyone can have self-service access to the 
information they need.

 . Time spent on rebate forecasting and accruals: This can be an extremely 
time-consuming job when you’re working with complex spreadsheets. Software can 
automate all these calculations so they get done quickly with no manual effort. 

Customer Rebates: Estimating Your Indirect ROI

35% less time   
on month-end processes.

Free up time at month end

Our research has found that 
manufacturers using rebate 
management software to automate 
month-end calculations typically spend
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For supplier rebates, you’ll want to show all the ways in which a software investment will 
help to boost your organization’s financial performance — as well as all the ways it can 
free up time and resource for value-added activities that can boost performance further. 

Based on your current experience, assess how an automated supplier rebate management 
solution could help you achieve tangible financial ROI in all or any of these ways: 

 . Collect all available rebates: Do you sometimes (or always) wait for your suppliers 
to tell you how much you’re owed, rather than proactively calculating and invoicing for 
rebates yourself? If so, you could be leaving money on the table. We find that companies 
managing rebates in spreadsheets typically fail to collect 1% of rebates owed — an 
average of $218,829 annually.

 . Accelerate cash collection: If you wait for suppliers to calculate and pay your rebates, 
you’re delaying the arrival of cash into the business. A software solution will allow you 
to calculate and invoice for rebates as soon as they’re due, so you can boost your cash 
flow and potentially avoid borrowing costs.

 . Maximize available rebates: Are your buyers aware of what incentives are 
available on which purchase volumes? If you can track purchasing against your rebate 
agreements, you can be smarter about what you buy and when, so you get the best 
deals. Software that can provide live rebate earnings forecasts and alert you to when 
you’re approaching a new tier threshold, for example, can help you unlock bigger 
incentives, reducing your cost of goods sold and boosting your bottom line. 

How to Make the Case for Software to Manage Supplier Rebates

Our research shows that distributors 
using spreadsheets to manage rebates 

typically fail to collect 1% of rebates  
owed – an average of 

$218,829 
annually.
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Our research shows that distributors 
using dedicated rebate management 

software typically earn  

 1.82%  
more rebates — or an extra  

$182,000  
on every $10m rebate income.

How to Make the Case for Software to Manage Supplier Rebates

 . Pursue new rebate deals: Do you have rebate deals with all of your suppliers 
or only a few? By investing in a solution that makes it much easier to agree on and 
manage deals plus, identify accounts with no rebate activity yet, you can actively 
pursue more deals with more suppliers, increasing the number of rebates you can 
earn.

 . Optimize future deal performance: With long-standing suppliers, do you find you 
just agree to the same deal terms year after year? What if you could analyze your 
sales performance and use that data to negotiate more favorable rebate terms with 
suppliers you sell well for? All whilst using a quick and dynamic approval workflow tool 
that improves oversight and negotiations. You’ll not only earn more, but you’ll start 
building more collaborative relationships too.

 . True net margin to drive sales: Are you losing sales to competitors with lower prices? 
Understanding the true margin on your products — i.e. margin adjusted for rebates 
— can help you to make more competitive pricing decisions. A rebate management 
solution can help you calculate the true margin on each price point, so you can lower 
prices in confidence.
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Case Study



Auto parts e-commerce company CarParts.com has ambitions to grow to $1bn 
in revenue – and being able to agree, track and manage rebates is central to its 
ability to do that. It needed something more efficient and accurate than Excel, so 
it turned to rebate management software from Enable.

Jerome Dziechiasz, Senior Category Manager of Merchandising Operations at 
CarParts.com, says: “Now I can just click, do an earnings report, and say: ‘Look at 
all these 150 vendors that we have. Here are the exact rebates. There’s a signed 
contract and here’s what they owe.’ Before that we didn’t have any of that, and it 
wasn’t accurate.” 

Read the full story �

Case Study: CarParts uses rebate  
management software to grow to a  
$1bn company
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Answering the above questions will help you to understand the potential direct ROI on 
your investment in rebate management software. But there’s also indirect ROI to consider. 
If you could save time and resources by automating more of your rebate management 
processes, how would your business benefit? You could frame your business case around 
efficiency gains in areas like:

 . Time spent on month-end processes: If you’re spending a lot of time each month in 
rebate-related calculations, accruals and adjustments, a software solution could do a lot 
of that heavy lifting for you. We find that companies using rebate management software 
typically spend 40% less time on month-end activities, freeing time for more value-added 
work – like partnering with stakeholders to improve performance.

 . Time spent on deal management: How much time do you currently spend on 
deal creation, review and renewals with your suppliers? With a collaborative software 
platform to discuss, review and agree deal terms, you can streamline the process – 
freeing up time to strike more deals with more suppliers, and with terms more favorable 
to your business.  

 . Time spent chasing information: When you’re managing rebates in spreadsheets, you 
can spend a lot of time trying to get hold of deal terms negotiated by individual buyers 
or checking deal terms with suppliers. When you and your suppliers can build deals 
together directly in the software, it creates a single source of truth and cuts out all that  
chasing time.

Supplier Rebates: Estimating Your Indirect ROI

Free up time at month end
Our research shows  that 

companies using a dedicated 
software solution to manage 

supplier rebates typically spend 

40% less time  
on month-end activities.
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ROI Opportunities by Industry Sector
We’ve found something interesting: companies in different sectors benefit in slightly different ways 
from automating rebate management. It could help your business case to include some of the 
reported ROI benefits from other companies in your sector. Here’s a sample of what we’ve found.

Customer Rebate Management — Areas of Enhanced ROI Potential by Industry

 . Building materials: We uncovered enhanced opportunities for efficiency gains in the building 
materials sector, with the potential to reduce time spent on month-end close activities by around 
40% and time spent on forecasting and accruals by around 35%. 

 . Grocery: The biggest opportunities in the grocery sector revolve around margin and making 
efficiency gains. Typically, companies we worked with found they could go deeper on 12.5% of 
incentivized sales, potentially delivering a 3.5% margin uplift. There was also potential to spend 
33% less time on month-end close, dispute resolution, forecasting, and accruals.

 . Electrical: In the electrical sector we uncovered opportunities to drive more sales and margin, 
and make efficiency gains. The companies we worked with typically found they could go deeper 
with the incentives offered on 35% of already-incentivized sales, leading to a potential 1% uplift 
in sales and 0.75% uplift on margin. Rebate management software could also create a 25% time 
savings across month-end close activities, deal creation, info-sharing, forecasting and accruals.
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 . Automotive: In automotive, we uncovered enhanced opportunities to 
negotiate better deals with suppliers. We found that rebate management 
software could typically allow automotive distributors to optimize 40% more 
rebated spend than in other sectors.

 . Building materials: Building materials distributors and retailers showed 
enhanced potential to negotiate more deals with suppliers and reduce late 
payments. We found that across the sector, 15% of non-rebated spend could 
be rebated, while late payments could be reduced by 22.5% on average.

 . Grocery: Potential to make efficiency savings around data sharing was 
highest in the grocery sector. We found that grocery wholesalers could make 
around a 34% time saving in chasing and sharing information, compared with 
27.2% across all sectors.

 . Electrical: Lastly, in the electrical sector we identified enhanced 
opportunities to accelerate cash collection and make efficiency savings. 
Electrical distributors could potentially see a 28% reduction in late payments, 
spend 35% less time on forecasting and accruing rebate, and spend 32% less 
time on month-end accounting activities.

Supplier Rebate Management — 
Areas of Enhanced ROI Potential  
by Industry
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While it’s clear that automating rebate management can deliver 
major financial dividends for your business, not all rebate 
management software solutions are the same. The ROI you achieve 
— and the speed at which you achieve it — will depend on the 
solution you choose. 

All the examples in this ebook come from real ROI assessment 
exercises that we’ve conducted with prospective Enable customers. 
Taken together, they show the ROI achievable with Enable’s cloud-
based rebate management solution — which typically comes out at 
400% over three years. 

But every organization is different, and we’d love to show you how 
much ROI Enable could achieve for your own business. If you’d like 
us to conduct a free assessment to help your business case – and 
provide a written report you can include in it – please get in touch at 
hello@enable.com.

Discover How Much ROI  
You Could Achieve
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About Enable
Enable helps manufacturers, distributors, and retailers 
take control of their rebate programs and turn them 
into an engine for growth. Starting with finance and 
commercial teams, Enable helps you better manage 
rebate complexity with automated real-time data and 
insights, accurate forecasting and stronger cross-
functional alignment. This lets you — and everyone 
in your business — know exactly where you are with 
rebates. Then you can extend Enable externally to 
suppliers and customers, setting them up with one 
collaborative place to author, agree upon, execute on, 
and track the progress of deals. Find out more and try 
it for free at enable.com.

https://www.enable.com

